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Notice and choice
Protect privacy by giving people control over their 

information 
Notice about data 

collection and use
Choices about allowing 

their data to be collected and 
used in that way



Nobody wants to read privacy policies
“the notice-and-choice 
model, as implemented, 
has led to long, 
incomprehensible privacy 
policies that consumers 
typically do not read, let 
alone understand”
− Protecting Consumer Privacy in an 

Era of Rapid Change. Preliminary 
FTC Staff Report. December 2010.



Nobody wants to read privacy policies
• Research needed to develop:

– concise formats for showing policies
– tools for alerting users of policy mismatches

• integrated with normal functionality (e.g., web search)
– tools to extract information from human-readable 

policy



Towards a privacy
“nutrition label”
• Standardized format

– People learn where to find answers
– Facilitates policy comparisons

• Standardized language
– People learn terminology

• Brief
– People find info quickly

• Linked to extended view
– Get more details if needed 



Iterative design process
• Series of studies

– Focus groups
– Lab studies
– Online studies

• Metrics
– Reading-comprehension (accuracy)
– Time to find information
– Ease of policy comparison
– Subjective opinions, ease, fun, trust

P.G. Kelley, J. Bresee, L.F. Cranor, and R.W. 
Reeder. A “Nutrition Label” for Privacy. SOUPS 
2009.

P.G. Kelley, L.J. Cesca, J. Bresee, and L.F. Cranor. 
Standardizing Privacy Notices: An Online Study 
of the Nutrition Label Approach. CHI2010. 



• rate website on scale
• give specific alternatives
• inspired by energy labels

From CMU’s Usable Privacy Policies Project.  
N. Sadeh, A. Acquisti, T. Breaux, L. Cranor, …



visual ranking
of alternatives

visualize
average

overall ranking and
for data practices

average comparisons



Privacy label for Android





http://www.azarask.in/blog/post/privacy-icons/ 2010



Smartphone App Privacy Icon Study Conducted for 
LifeLock, Inc. by Cranor et al., 2013



Let your computer read for you
• Platform for Privacy 

Preferences (P3P) 
• W3C specification for 

XML privacy policies
– Proposed 1996
– Adopted 2002

• Optional P3P compact 
policy HTTP headers to 
accompany cookies

• Lacks incentives for 
adoption



What’s in a P3P policy?
• Name and contact information for site 
• The kind of access provided
• Mechanisms for resolving privacy disputes
• The kinds of data collected
• How collected data is used, and whether individuals can 

opt-in or opt-out of any of these uses
• Whether/when data may be shared and whether there is 

opt-in or opt-out
• Data retention policy



P3P in IE6

Privacy icon on status bar 
indicates that a cookie has 

been blocked – pop-up appears 
the first time the privacy icon 

appears

Automatic processing of 
compact policies only;

third-party cookies without 
compact policies blocked by 

default



Users can click on 
privacy icon for
list of cookies; 

privacy summaries
are available at
sites that are 
P3P-enabled



Privacy summary 
report is

generated 
automatically

from full P3P policy



P3P in Netscape 7
Preview version similar to IE6, 
focusing, on cookies; cookies 
without compact policies (both 
first-party and third-party) are 
“flagged” rather than blocked 

by default

Indicates flagged cookie



Users can view English 
translation of (part of) 

compact policy in Cookie 
Manager



A policy summary can be 
generated automatically 

from full P3P policy



AT&T Privacy Bird
• Free download of beta from 

http://privacybird.com/
• “Browser helper object” for

IE 5.01/5.5/6.0 
• Reads P3P policies at all 

P3P-enabled sites automatically
• Puts bird icon at top of browser window that changes to 

indicate whether site matches user’s privacy preferences
• Clicking on bird icon gives more information
• Current version is information only – no cookie blocking



Chirping bird is privacy indicator



Click on the bird for more info





Privacy policy summary - mismatch
Link to 

opt-out page



Expand/collapse added in beta 1.2



Bird checks policies for embedded 
content



Privacy Bird icons



Example:
Sending flowers







Privacy Finder
• Prototype developed at AT&T Labs, improved and 

deployed by CUPS
• Uses Google or Yahoo! API to retrieve search results
• Checks each result for P3P policy
• Evaluates P3P policy against user’s preferences
• Reorders search results
• Composes search result page with privacy annotations 

next to each P3P-enabled result
• Users can retrieve “Privacy Report” similar to Privacy 

Bird policy summary





Demo



No P3P syntax checking in IE
• IE accepts P3P policies containing bogus tokens 

or missing required tokens
• Example of valid compact policy:
• Examples of invalid policies accepted by IE:

P. Leon, L. Cranor, A. McDonald, and R. McGuire. Token Attempt: The 
Misrepresentation of Website Privacy Policies through the Misuse of P3P 
Compact Policy Tokens. WPES 2010. 

AMZN
Facebook does not have a P3P policy. 

Learn why here: http://fb.me/p3p

CAO DSP COR CURa ADMa DEVa OUR 
IND PHY ONL UNI COM NAV INT DEM PRE  



Microsoft uses a “self-declaration” protocol (known as 
“P3P”) dating from 2002 …. It is well known – including by 
Microsoft – that it is impractical to comply with Microsoft’s 

request while providing modern web functionality.



Alternatives to machine-readable 
policies…
• Extract information from human-readable 

policies through: 
– Natural language processing
– Crowdsourcing



Crowdsourcing privacy policy 
extractions

• Not your typical crowdsourcing task
• Challenges

• obtain high quality annotations
• with manageable cost
• from non-expert crowd workers
• from complex policy documents



Privacy policy annotation tool



Interpretation of privacy policies
• Comparative annotation study with privacy 

policy experts, skilled annotators, AMT 
Crowdworkers on 6 privacy policies

• Result Highlights
• Data collection relatively easy to identify
• Data sharing practices more difficult
• Even experts do not always agree
• Finer nuances difficult to extract
• Policy language too ambiguous

Reidenberg et al., Disagreeable Privacy Policies: Mismatches between Meaning and Users’ Understanding,
Berkeley Technology Law Journal (to appear), available on SSRN



Nobody wants to read privacy policies
• Research needed to develop:

– concise formats for showing policies
– tools for alerting users of policy mismatches

• integrated with normal functionality (e.g., web search)
– tools to extract information from human-readable 

policy


